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WIDTH-INTEGRALS OF CONVEX BODIES

ERWIN LUTWAK

ABSTRACT.    The width-integrals (Breitenintegrale) as introduced by

Blaschke are examined.   They are shown to satisfy a cyclic inequality

similar to that satisfied by the cross-sectional measures (Quermassinte-

grale).   Other similarities and inequalities between the width-integrals

and the cross-sectional measures are shown to exist.

The setting for this paper is Euclidean ra-space R". Compact convex

sets with nonempty interiors are called convex bodies and the space of all

convex bodies endowed with the Hausdorff topology is denoted by Jv . We

denote the unit ra-ball and the unit (ra - l)-sphere by U and 0, respectively.

For a convex body K, we use W.(K) to denote its cross-sectional measure

(Quermassintegral) of index i. The ra-dimensional volume of K is written as

V(K). For &) e fl, bfAco) is defined to be half the width of K in the direc-

tion co.   Two bodies   K  and  L  are said to have similar width if there exists

a constant A > 0  such that  b„ito) = X b, (co) tor all co e A.    For K e Jv    and
r\ L. n

p e int K, we use iv to denote the polar reciprocal of K with respect to

the unit sphere centered at p. For reference see Bonnesen and Fenchel

[2] and Hadwiger [5].

Width-integrals (Breitenintegrale) were first considered by Blaschke

[l, p. 85] and later by Hadwiger [5, p. 266].   The width-integral of index  2'

is defined by:

Definition.

B.(K) =  = fblT^dSia) U e R; K e K ]

where dS is the (ra - l)-dimensional volume element on  12.

We note that our definition differs slightly from that of Blaschke in that

we multiply by suitable constants to normalize the   B's.   In particular, we

have  Bill) = co     tot all  i £ R  and  B  (K) = co     for all   K £ K     where co
in n n n n

denotes the volume of the unit ra-ball.

The width-integral of index  i is a map,

B.:K   ~^R.
1 n

It is positive, continuous, homogeneous of degree  n — i and invariant under
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motions.   In addition, for  i < n it is also bounded and monotone under set

inclusion.

The following simple consequence of Holder's Inequality [6, p. 140] will

be required to prove our main theorem.

Lemma 1.   // / and g  are nonzero powers of a (strictly) positive con-

tinuous function c5 defined on Q,  and p > 1, then

[£ f(co)gico) dSicoVY <  [fa fpico)gico) dSico)\ [[n gUVSU)]

with equality ij and only if d> is constant on S).

The cross-sectional measures satisfy the cyclic inequality [5, p. 282]:

Wk~'iK) W'-^K)   <   Wk~{iK) U < j < k; K e K  ]
z k —       j n

with equality if  K is an «-ball.   The width-integrals satisfy the cyclic in-

equality given in

Theorem 1.

Bk~{iK)   <   Bk~jiK) B{-jiK) [i <; < k; K e K  ]
J — l k 77

with equality if and only if K is of constant width.

To prove this we simply let / = b'J'1, g = b"~'  and p = ik - i)/ij - 0  in

Lemma 1.

Lemma2.   Bn_jK) = Wn_1iK) [K e Kj.

This is well known [5, pp. 211 — 212].

Proposition 1.

W.iK)   <  B.iK) [i <n- 1; K e K ]
7—7 77

with equality if and only if K  is an n-ball.

Proof.   In general, we have (see [5, p. 278]):

(1) W iK)   <  coi+l~" W"-'iK)
i -       n 77-1

with equality if and only if  K is an 77-ball.   From Theorem 1 we have

(2) coi + l-" Bn-jK)   <   B.iK)
n 77—1 — 7

with equality if and only if  K is of constant width.   The desired result is

obtained when we combine (1) and (2) using Lemma 2.
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For the cross-sectional measures of the Minkowski sum   K + L   of two

convex bodies   K and  L  we have the following inequality [5, p. 249]:

W.(K+-L)1/(n~i)  >   W(K)1/("-i)+W.(L)l/{"-i) [i<n-l; K.LeK ]
l —        i i ' n

with equality if and only if  K  and  L   ate homothetic.    For the width-integrals

of the Minkowski sum of two convex bodies we have

Theorem 2.

B.(K + L)U(n-i)  < B.(K)1/("-') + B.(L>1/("-,') [i < n - 1: K, L e K ]
i —       i i ' n

with equality if and only if K  and L  have similar width.

To prove this we use Minkowski's Inequality [6, p. 146]'in conjunction

with the fact that A„ + , = bK + b. .

For the cross-sectional measures of the parallel body K = K + pU we

have the Steiner polynomial expression [5, p. 214]:

Wy( V =  Z(.J Wj + ,-W [/ = 0, 1, ..., «; p > 0].

Analogously for the width-integrals of a parallel body we have

Theorem 3.

<V V =   Z  (     7 7 ) B;- + I.(*V [/ = 0,  1, . . . , ra; p > 0].
z=0   \     Z      /

To prove this we merely note that  A^„ = b„ + p.

Proposition 2.

B9 (K>   <   V(Kf) \K £ J{ ]
2n — n

with equality if and only if K  is symmetric with respect to p.

Proof.   Let  H„  be the support function of  K  for the origin p.   We apply

Minkowski's Inequality [6, p. 146] to

B2n(K)~l/" = \\$al2~lHK(co) + 2~lHK(-co)]-"dS(co)\~Un

and obtain

B(K)   <  - (nH-n((o)dS((o)
2n —    n JU      K

with equality if and only if HK(co) = H„(—&))  for all  co £ 0.   This is the de-

sired result.

As an immediate corollary to> Proposition .2 we have a simple proof of
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Corollary.   // K  is a convex body symmetric with respect to  c £ int K,

then Inf \ViKp) \p £ int Ki = ViKc).

We note that this result is a simple consequence of a general (but not

easily proven) theorem of H. Guggenheimer [4].

If, for  K e Kn , we let  F(K) = B 2jK) Sup V~XiKp), where the supremum

is taken over all p e int K, then Proposition 2 (in conjunction with earlier

comments) can be used to show that  F is a similarity invariant measure of

symmetry as defined by B. Griinbaum [3, p. 234].

Proposition 3.

B      .iK)   <   W     .iK<>) [0 <«<«: K e K  ]
77+ Z — 77 — 7 77

with equality if and only if K  is an n-ball and p  is its center.

Proof.   In general, we have (see [5, p. 278])

m co"'1 V'iKf)   <   W"    iKp)
\ J- J 77 — 77 ~ 7

with equality if and only if  iv   is an rc-ball.   From Theorem 1 we have

(2) B"    .iK)   <   a/1'1 Bi   iK)
n+i —       n 2n

with equality if and only if  K is of constant width.   The desired result is

obtained when we combine (1) and (2) using Proposition 2.

The following theorem was previously obtained by the author [7] as in

application of inequalities between dual mixed volumes.

Theorem 4.

0)"+l-i   <   Wn-AlA W iKp) [0 < i < n; K e K  ]
77 -       »2- i i — n

with equality if and only if K  is an n-ball and p   is its center.

Proof.   We combine Theorem 1 and Lemma 2 to obtain

(1) co" + l~i   <   Wn~jK)Bn      .iK)
n —        n— \ 2n-i

with equality if and only if  K is of constant width.   If i > 0, Proposition 3

states

(2) B        .iK)   <   W.iKP)
271-7 — 2

with equality if and only if  K is an re-ball and p  is its center.   If i = 0,

Proposition 2 states

(2') B2„-.i(K>   <   Wi{KP)
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with equality if and only if  K is symmetric with respect to p.    The desired

result is obtained when we combine (1) and (2) or (1) and (2 ) if  i = 0.
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